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Abstract 

International research has highlighted adolescents and young adults as a 
group with possibly low compliance rates with public health initiatives to 
stop the spread of coronavirus disease (COVID-19). Although research on 
non-compliance during pandemics has frequently concentrated on 
contemporary correlations, less is known about the relationship between 
non-compliance during pandemics and prior social and psychological risk 
factors. Public health campaigns should employ tactics that promote moral 
obligation and trust in authorities, or they should use reliable members of 
the community to spread information, in order to encourage voluntary 
compliance with COVID-19 policies. Self-monitoring, environment 
remodelling, or nudging may promote compliance in young adults with poor 
self-control. Investments made over time to reintegrate young people with 
antisocial tendencies into society may reduce rule-breaking, even during 
pandemics when adherence to the law saves lives. 
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Introduction 
International research has highlighted adolescents and young adults 
as a group with potentially low compliance with public health initiatives 
intended to stop the spread of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), 
particularly with social distancing initiatives. The World Health 
Organization [WHO] issued a specific call to young people for increased 
compliance in the middle of March 2020. This group is nonetheless 
contagious even if it frequently exhibits only minimal or no COVID-19 
symptoms. Given that they also frequently have extensive social 
networks and active social lives, their potential for transmitting 
the virus is high. Research on noncompliance with preventative 
measures during this and prior pandemics has traditionally 
concentrated on proximal, contemporaneous correlates [1]. 

People who believe there is a high risk of catching the virus or being injured 
by it, who look for additional information, have faith in the government, and 
feel a moral need to obey, for instance, are more likely to take precautions. 
Higher education and some sociodemographic traits, including sex (i.e., 
female), have also been linked to increased compliance, but those from 
other demographic backgrounds may not have the practical capacity to 
comply because of their work or financial worries. The relationship between

earlier social and psychological risk factors and non-compliance during 
pandemics is less well understood. New research indicates that impulsivity 
and certain personality traits, such as amorality, egoism, and psychopathy, 
are linked to non-compliance with public health measures connected to 
COVID-19. 

Young people with "antisocial potential" traits—poor self-control, high 
delinquent behavior, high affiliation with delinquent peers, low moral rule 
acceptance, legal cynicism, and low shame or guilt—are more prone to 
breach the law in non-pandemic circumstances. This makes the traits that 
make people potentially antisocial strong candidates as indicators of those 
who won't follow through with steps meant to stop the virus from spreading. 
Using representative data that includes information on young people before 
and after the COVID-19 pandemic, it is best possible to determine whether 
earlier antisocial tendencies are related to subsequent non-compliance with 
COVID-19 public health measures. Thus, the current research makes use of 
a prospective-longitudinal study, whose data collecting started years before 
the pandemic and whose most recent data collection occurred in April 2020. 

Young individuals reported their non-compliance with public health 
measures, as well as attitude and situational traits as risk-status, 
information seeking, and trust in the government, during the COVID-19 
epidemic. These same participants were comprehensively profiled prior to 
the pandemic in terms of their sociodemographic traits and those that may 
lead to antisocial propensity during adolescence and early adulthood. We 
use the data to describe trends in young adults' non-compliance with 
COVID-19-related public health measures and to pinpoint the traits of 
adolescents and young adults that put them at higher risk for concurrent 
and future non-compliance. Data were gathered in Zurich, the biggest city in 
Switzerland. 

Switzerland was among the ten most afflicted nations during the early 
weeks of the COVID-19 outbreak in Europe, with one of the highest per-
capita infection rates. The initial public health advice were released on 
February 28; the first nationwide "lockdown" in Switzerland occurred from 
March 16 to April 26, 2020 [2]. Policies at the time prohibited social 
gatherings of more than five individuals, increased social distance, and 
keeping at home whenever possible. Government representatives and the 
Federal Office for Public Health broadly communicated consistent 
information and messaging about these public health initiatives through a 
variety of media (such as TV, radio, social media, poster campaigns, and the 
internet). Messaging was prominent in public areas (e.g., public transport). 
There were 25 different languages of information available on the virus and 
its limitations. 

Literature Review 
It is crucial to comprehend the traits of young people who disregard 
COVID-19-related public health measures if we are to create public health 
campaigns that are successful during the present and upcoming 
pandemics. In order to investigate the antecedent and concomitant factors 
connected with non-compliance, we used data from a longitudinal cohort 
research with assessments conducted before and throughout the COVID-19 
pandemic [3]. The findings demonstrated that among a representative 
sample of young persons, compliance rates with COVID-19-related 
measures were relatively high and slightly superior than hygiene measures 
for social estrangement. Males, those with higher education levels, higher 
SES, and people without migrant backgrounds had greater non-compliance 
rates. 

These relationships were primarily sparked by links to violations of hygiene-
related laws. Analysis of antecedent and concurrent risk factors suggested 
that non-compliance was linked to a group of traits sometimes referred to 
as "antisocial potential": a low acceptance of moral rules, legal cynicism, a 
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low sense of shame or guilt, a low level of self-control, a high level of 
engagement in delinquent behaviors, and association with peers who exhibit 
social deviance. In the past, public health initiatives have used moral 
obligations and peer pressure to encourage compliance. Our findings back 
up these methods [4]. 

Some believe that the risk factors for being antisocial are less flexible in the 
near term, making them less amenable for intervention. Public health 
initiatives may not be able to significantly alter an individual's propensity for 
antisocial behavior in times of urgency, such as a pandemic, but they may 
be able to control the short-term consequences of some antisocial risk 
factors. For instance, evidence suggests that intervention strategies that try 
to address self-control deficits by self-monitoring, environmental 
restructuring, or nudging can reduce the effect of low self-control. 
Additionally, it appears from our findings that various mechanisms 
contribute to the habits of hygiene and social distance [5,6]. Negative 
attitudes toward authorities, such as a lack of confidence in the government 
and poor police legitimacy, for instance, were linked to social distance 
noncompliance but not hygiene noncompliance.  

This has significant repercussions for public health programs and initiatives 
that seek to encourage adherence to COVID-19-related regulations. 
Compliance with social isolation measures necessitates a more drastic or 
limited behavioral shift, which has an immediate impact on one's 
psychological, social, and financial well-being. Without appropriate faith 
and belief that authorities are fair and effective in enforcing restrictive 
restrictions, adopting these behavioral changes may be seen as being 
excessively burdensome [7]. Additionally, trust may subtly encourage 
cooperation by raising a person's risk aversion. Our findings imply that 
some non-compliance hotspots need more attention from public health 
efforts. In general, there was little disregard for preventative practices 
including avoiding crowded areas, sneezing or coughing into one's elbow, 
and frequently washing one's hands. This suggests that the message was 
well spread and that young people generally welcomed these initiatives 
[8,9].  

However, non-compliance with other hygiene and social distance measures 
like washing and disinfecting mobile phones or standing 1.5 m–2 m apart 
was comparatively greater. The lack of a "official" Swiss government advise 
to clean mobile phones may help to explain the lower levels of adherence to 
these hygiene precautions. International public health organizations and 
media organizations have nonetheless advised cleaning environmental 
surfaces, including mobile phones, as a preventative precaution against the 
virus's spread. These components of non-compliance should be addressed 
by public health initiatives, for instance by raising knowledge and 
comprehension of the virus on smartphones and other routes of 
transmission [10-12]. Last but not least, assessments of non-compliance 
by sociodemographic traits revealed that men are less likely to adhere to 
both cleanliness and social seclusion restrictions. Given that the research 
implies that COVID-19 death rates are higher for men than for women, this 
discovery is significant (Global Health 50/50, 2020). Additionally, our 
findings indicated that high SES and non-migrant young people were less 
likely to adhere to cleanliness standards, but not social distance measures. 

Limitations 
The current study has a number of advantages, but its measurements of 
social and psychological antecedent risk variables and widely representative 
sample stand out. One drawback is that the sample may not be typical of all 
of Switzerland or other nations. Furthermore, although Switzerland's 
COVID-19-related regulations are usually in line with international norms, 
there are significant policy and informational disparities that may contribute 
to noncompliance. For instance, while initially not advised in Switzerland, 
some nations and localities mandate the wearing of face masks when going 
outside. Furthermore, while information about the virus was disseminated 
by Swiss authorities with some consistency, messaging and implementation 
in other nations, like the United States, have been less centralized and 
uniform. Therefore, non-compliance with specific measures may differ 
depending on the regional public health campaigns and government 
recommendations [13].  Overall, our findings imply that during the first wave 
of the pandemic in Zurich, young people largely complied with COVID-19 

public health measures. This high level of overall compliance may 
reflect the Swiss government's efforts to centralize information and 
regulations, but additional investigation is required to determine 
how public health campaigns and policy responses affect compliance 
internationally. Non-compliance was substantially correlated with 
diminished senses of moral obligation and poor levels of trust in authority, 
as well as traits indicative of prospective antisocial behavior. Public health 
campaigns can include tactics that promote moral responsibility and 
confidence in authorities, or they can use reliable members of the 
community to spread information. Our findings imply that it is crucial to 
put policies in place that target aspects of antisocial potential like 
self-control. This can be achieved, for instance, by encouraging 
protective health practices and behaviors through self-monitoring or 
environmental restructuring (sometimes known as "nudging") [14,15]. 
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